MARTINGALES AND ONE-DIMENSIONAL DIFFUSION
BY

J. L. DOOB
1. Introduction. Let B be a Banach space, and let { Ut, t = 0\ be a family
of bounded linear operators taking B into itself. We shall call the family a
semigroup if Ua is the identity, and if
UB+t = U.Ut
The infinitesimal

operator

of a semigroup

(s, t^O).

is defined by

A,
*
I" Uhf~f
Af = strong hm»->o
A
whenever this limit exists.
A semigroup will be said to be of type Y if the following conditions are
satisfied. The space B is the space of continuous functions/
on a Hausdorff
space satisfying

11/11
=suP-T7^ < °°where <pis continuous, and is bounded from below by a positive number. The
operators
of the semigroup take non-negative
functions into non-negative
functions,
the constant
functions are invariant,
and, for every 5>0,
Sup

[|E7|[| < oo.

5<!<1/S

In our applications
we shall never make any assumptions
on the continuity
of
the semigroup considered as a function of the parameter.
The following rather trivial lemma will be useful. Its proof will be omitted.

Lemma 1.1. Let {Ut, 0^t<<*>}

be a semigroup of type T. Then if

strong lim„J00 /„=/;> 0, it follows that lim inf„J00 Ut„fn = 0 whenever
bounded sequence of numbers with a positive lower bound.

{tn} is a

In our probability discussion, we shall always consider random variables
defined on a space ft of points co. The value of an ft function x at co will be
denoted by x(w). The general notation of [2] will be used.
Let {x(t), t'ET} he a Markov process, with state space the closed set X
in M-dimensional space, parameter interval T, and some specified transition
probability function. That is, there is a function p, with the arguments sET,
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(s^t),

J£I,
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and A, where A is a Borel subset of X, such that, using

the notation of [2].

(1.1)

P{x(t,o>)GA\\x(s,u>)

=*} = p(s,t,Z,A)

with probability
1. The following hypotheses are made.
Ml
For each s, t, £, the function p(s, t, £, •) is a probability measure.
M2 For each s, t, A, the function p(s, t, ■, A) is a Baire function.

M3
M4

p(t, t, £,A) =<
The Chapman-Kolmogorov

(1 if ZEA,

l0 if itQA.

equation

is satisfied:

p(s, u, £, A) = I p(t, u, v, A)p(s, t, £, dv),
J x

s ^ t ^ u.

In the following, conditional probabilities like that on the left side of (1.1),
and corresponding conditional expectations, will be taken as the unique evaluations obtained by use of the function p. We shall usually deal with the case
of stationary absolute probabilities,
in which p can be expressed in terms of
a function of one less argument in the form

p(s, t, £, .4) = p(t - 5, £, A),
where the quantity

on the right defines a function

having the properties

im-

plied by M1-M4. In this case, if P= [0, °o), we define an operator Ut by

(1.2)

(UJ)(Q = f f(v)P(t,f, dv)= £{/[x(0]||x(0,co)= £},
J x

The Banach space domain of the family of operators

t* 0.

defined in this way will be

specified in §6. Obviously U0 is the identity, and the fact that Us+t= UsUt
is, at least formally, an immediate consequence of the Chapman-Kolmogorov
equation. The formal verification becomes rigorous when the domain of Ut
is specified, and it will then also be clear that the family of operators is of
type r. If g is in the domain of the semigroup, and if a>0, the stochastic
process

(1.3)

{(U^tg)[x(t)],0gt£a}

is a martingale,
if the random variables of this process have finite expectations. In fact, using the Markov property of the x(t) process, we can write
(Ua_tg)[x(t)}

= E{g[x(a)]\\x(t)}

= E{g[x(a) ix(s),s£t},
so that the quantity on the left is the conditional expectation of g [x(a) ] relative to a family of random variables which increases with t. (For definitions
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and a discussion of martingale
concepts see [2].) More generally,
if
{gt, O^t^a}
is a family of elements in the domain of the semigroup, with

(1.4)
the stochastic

g.+t^Utg.

(s,t^0)

process

(1.30

{g-t[x(l)],0

is a semimartingale

= t£a}

if the random variables

have finite expectations.

In fact,

if s<t,
*{«_,[*(*)

]||*(*0. *' = s} = E{ga_t[x(t)]\\x(s)}
= (Ut-,ga-t)[x(s)]

= ga-Ms)]Leaving the semimartingale case for the moment, this discussion suggests that
if g is chosen in such a way that Utg varies in a simple way with t, so that
(1.3) defines a simple martingale, then the known properties of martingale
sample functions will lead to new facts about Markov process sample functions. It is the purpose of this paper to exploit this idea when the x(t) process
is a one-dimensional
diffusion process. The probability relations of such a
process in an open interval are determined
by two functions, called the diffusion coefficients, and denoted in this paper by <r2, m. It is a classical fact
that, at least formally, the infinitesimal operator of the Ut semigroup becomes a differential operator D given by

(1.5)

<r2 d2

D =-+

2

d^2

d

m—

di-

va the diffusion case.
We shall choose g in (1.3) in two ways. The first choice will make

(1.6)

Utg = e^g;

the second choice will make

(1.7)

Ulg = g + \t,

where X is a constant in each case. The first problem is to identify the functions g with these properties. Obviously Ag=\g in the first case, and Ag=\
in the second. Conversely, if the semigroup is strongly continuous, Hille has
shown that A is defined on a dense set in the domain space, and it follows
trivially from his work that the equations Ag=^g, Ag=\
imply (1.6) and
(1.7) respectively. Thus it would appear that we need only find the characteristic functions of the operator A, and the functions taken by A into the
constant functions. This is gratifying,
in view of the identification
of A with
the differential operator D, but unfortunately
we shall not be able to use
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Hille's work, since it seems to be difficult to choose the Banach space of continuous functions as domain space for the semigroup in such a way that the
semigroup will be strongly continuous and that simultaneously
A can be
identified with D. We shall, therefore, justify the above reasoning on the application of A, by the following rather superficial result, instead of Hille's
deep theorems. The advantage of the following theorem is that it involves no
hypothesis on the continuity of the semigroup.
Theorem
1.1. Let { Ut, 0^t<
tesimal operator A. Then

oo } be a semigroup of type T, with infini-

(i) Ag=\g implies that Utg = eug, t^O, and
(i') Ag=\ implies that Utg = g+\t, t^O.
(ii) Ags^'S.gimplies that Utg^e^'g, t^O, and
(ii') Ag^\ implies that U,gi±g+\t, t^O.
Proof of (i) and (ii). We can suppose that X = 0 throughout the discussion,
replacing Ut by e_x't7( otherwise. Under the hypotheses of (i), if Ag = 0 we

find that
Ut+hg - U,g
strong hm-=
h[0

since Ut is a bounded

strong lim»jo

operator.
Ut-hg

UtAg = 0,

t ^ 0,

h

-

Moreover
Utg

—h

,.

rr

Uhg -

= strong hm Ut-h-=
ftjo
h

g

0,

t > 0,

since the norm of Ut~h has a bound independent of h, for small h, by hypothesis. Thus Utg defines a function of t, with values in the Banach domain
space, whose derivative vanishes identically. It follows that Utg=Uog = g,
as was to be proved. If Ag ^ 0, the two preceding limit relations yield, in view of
Lemma

1.1,

the

conclusion

that

(Utg)(!~)

defines,

for

each

value

of £, a

numerically valued function of t whose derivative on the right exists and is
j^0, and whose lower derivative on the left is non-negative.
It follows that
Utg^ Uog = g, as was to be proved.
The proofs of (i') and (ii') are similar to those of (i) and (ii), and will be

omitted.
It now follows from our discussion that, if { Ut, 0 ^t < oo } is a semigroup
of type T, defined by (1.2), and if Ag=\g, then the stochastic process

(1-8)

{e~ug[x(t)l 0^t<

oo},

to which (1.3) reduces after a cancellation of a constant factor, and deletion
of the now irrelevant a, is a martingale. On the other hand, if Ag^Xg, and if
we set gt = eug, we find that (1.4) is satisfied, so that the process (1.8), to
which (1.3') reduces after deletion of irrelevancies, is a semimartingale.
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process

«>}

is a martingale, and that if -4g = \ this process is a semimartingale.
All these
statements
have the common hypothesis that the random variables of the
processes have finite expectations.
If the x(t) process is Brownian motion in n dimensions, and if Ut is defined by (1.2), the operator A becomes, formally, the Laplacian operator in n
dimensions, and our discussion suggests relations between subharmonic and
harmonic functions on the one hand, and Brownian motion on the other, to
be investigated
using martingale theory. In a recent paper [3] the author
carried out such an investigation in part, without detailing the above motivation, and in fact without using Banach space notions.
In the present paper the x(t) process will be a one-dimensional
diffusion
process, and A will be identified with the differential operator D defined
above. The critical functions g of (1.8) and (1.9) will thus be readily identifiable. The basic theorems 8.1 and 9.1 are proved in accordance with these
ideas, and are used to derive various asymptotic
properties
of diffusion
process sample functions. It has long been obvious to probabilists that these
theorems were valid under sufficiently strong hypotheses on the diffusion
coefficients. (An exception is the possibility in Theorem 9.6 that condition
A(r2) but not B(r2) is satisfied, in which case trajectories
may approach a
barrier asymptotically
without reaching it. This is a somewhat unexpected
possibility.) However, it has been difficult to treat this problem, because diffusion processes have been defined in terms of the diffusion coefficients in
such an indirect fashion that the connection was difficult to follow in a precise way. In this paper we shall use the direct construction
of diffusion
processes due to Ito ([9], see also [2]) and thus avoid the use of existence
theorems of parabolic differential
equations.
Because of the importance
of
the Ito processes, we shall prove the required numerical approximations
with
more generality than is required for this paper.
Doeblin's proofs of his announced
[l ] partial results in the direction of
some of those in this paper were never published. Fortet's treatment
of this
general subject [7] was devoted to somewhat different problems, and there

is essentially no overlap. The most recent, and most detailed, results in this
direction were obtained by Feller [6]. Feller was interested in certain semigroup problems, and, as a result, his hypotheses involve restrictions
on the
diffusion coefficients which are not easy to translate
into regularity
conditions. His results are less complete in the area of overlap because of the
difference in emphasis. The emphasis in the present paper is on a detailed
analysis of diffusion process sample functions and absorbing barrier problems.
The martingale methods are as adapted to the classical discrete parameter
ruin problems as to continuous parameter
problems in any number of dimen-
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sions. In the latter application, as soon as a theory of the relevant differential
equations is available the corresponding probability theory can be developed
along the lines of this paper.
In discussions of this sort, one frequently cannot treat a stochastic process
directly, but must deal first with processes derived from it by optional stopping, or, on the other hand, one treats stochastic processes whose state spaces
are not the whole space by extending them in such a way that they become
processes derived by optional stopping from processes whose state space is
the whole space. The concept of optional stopping is treated at length in [2].
The following theorems are useful in such discussions. They were used, in a

slightly different form, in [3].
Theorem 1.2. For each w^l, let {x„(t), J(t), tGT} be a semimartingale
almost all of whose sample functions are right continuous, and suppose that the
xn(t) process is derived from the xn+i(t) process by optional stopping at time
rn^b, with ri ^r2 = ■ • ■ . Here P is an interval with right-hand end point bGT.

Suppose that

supPJ \z„(t)\ } < oo,
a, l

and define z(t) by
\z(t, co) if

t < t(u) = lim t„(co),

lim zn(t, co) =

10
Then sup( E{ \ z(t) | } < oo, and limjjr

if t^ t(«).
z(t) =z exists and is finite with probability

1.
The boundedness of the function defined by E{ \z(t)\ } is a consequence
of Fatou's lemma. If rn = b with probability
1 for each n, the zn(t) and z(t)

processes are the same, and the existence of the limit z is a standard martingale result. (See Chapter VII, Theorem 4.1.) This martingale result is obtained by showing that the number of oscillations of the x(t) process sample
functions, between any specified limits, is almost always bounded. The same
proof can be applied here to show that the number of such oscillations of zn(t)
process sample functions is almost always bounded, uniformly in the variable
n. We omit details since the proofs are so similar.
In the following theorem, we need the concept of a semimartingale
or
martingale
relative to a specified family of Borel fields. See [2] for a discussion of this concept.
Theorem
[martingale]

1.3. For each w^l, let {zn(t) (jn(t), tGT} be a semimartingale
and suppose that, for each t, Cj/n(t)G(jn+i(t),
limn^M zn(t)=z(t)

exists, with probability 1, and the sequence {zH(t), n ^ 1} is uniformly integrable.
Then the process {z(t),tET}
is a semimartingale [martingale].
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Let (jK(t) be the smallest Borel field of cosets including all sets of measure
0 and the sets of the field \J?Qm(t). Then z(t) is measurable relative to

QK(t). If KEQm(t), and if s<t,

fzn(t)dP^ f zn(s)dP
by definition of semimartingales
(to which we restrict our attention since the
proof needs no change in the martingale case), if n is sufficiently large. When
m—><», this inequality becomes, in view of the uniform integrability
hy-

pothesis,

Jz(t)dP =■ I z(s)dP.
A

Since this is true for every AGU"^m,
that the z(t) process is a semimartingale

J A

it is true for AE(jx(t),
and it follows
(relative to the Qx(t) family of Borel

fields).
Theorem 1.3 will be applied as follows. A z(t) process will be given, whose
random variables will be uniformly bounded. The zn(t) process will be derived
from it by optional stopping at time rn, where r„^rn+i.
The hypotheses
of
the theorem will then be trivially satisfied.
2. Standard Ito processes. The diffusion processes to be treated in this
paper are based on Markov processes constructed
in a way devised by Ito
[9]. We shall include the nonstationary
case because some of the preliminary
results are of independent
interest in this case, although the main emphasis
will be on the stationary case. The parameter interval T will be assumed,
for notational
simplicity,
to have, and include, the left-hand end point 0.
The interval T may be infinite, and, if finite, may or may not include its righthand end point. Let m, a be Baire functions of the pair (/, £) for 0^/< 00,
— 00 <£< 00. If T is compact, it is supposed that there is a constant K such

that
I m(t, Q |SI(1

+ £2)"2,

0 = o(t, © = K(l + ey2,

I m(t,fc)- m(t,h) I t%K | fc - fc|,

| <r(t,fc) - o(t,{,)| g K |fc - fc|.

If T is not compact, this hypothesis is made on every compact subset of T.
The constant K may then depend on the compact subset in question.
Let \y(t), 0^<<oo}
be a one-dimensional
Brownian
motion: y(0)=0;
the y(t) process is real and Gaussian, with independent increments; it satisfies
the equations

E[y(t)}

=0,

E{\y(t)-y(s)\2}

= \t-s\;

almost all its sample functions are continuous. Let x(0) be any random variable defined on the same measure space as the y(t)'s and independent
of the
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y(t) process. Ito proved that there is then a Markov process {x(t), tGT},
which we shall call a standard Ito process below, which has a transition probability function in the sense of §1, whose sample functions are almost all continuous, and which satisfies the symbolic equation

(2.1')

dx(t) = m[t, x(t)]dt + <r[t, x(t)]dy(t),

t G T,

or, more precisely,

(2.1)

x(l) = x(0) + f m[s, x(s)]ds + f a[s, x(s)]dy(s),

I G T.

In the following, we shall call two stochastic processes {xt(t), tGTi},i=l,
2,
essentially the same if they are defined on the same measure space, if Pi = P2,

and if
P{xi(t,o>) = x2(t,o>),tG

Ti} =1.

Then the solution of (2.1) is unique in the sense that, if the diffusion coefficients <r2, m, the y(t) process, and x(0), are specified, two standard
Ito
processes are essentially the same. If x(0) is specified as the constant initial
value £, we write x^(t) for x(t). The transition probability function is uniquely
determined by the diffusion coefficients, and in fact we can take

p(0,S,t,A)
with a corresponding

evaluation

= P{xi(t,u>) GA},
of p(s, £, I, A) by means

of a solution

ot

(2.1) in the interval [s, <x>)T.
In particular, if the diffusion coefficients do not depend on the parameter,
the transition probability function is stationary, and it is no further restriction on the diffusion coefficients to assume that T= [0, oo).
Let Jt be the smallest Borel field of co sets containing all co sets of measure
0 and which has the property that y(s) is measurable relative to the field
when

s^t.

Let Jl

urable with respect

be the smallest

to Jl

Borel field of co sets such that

x(0) is meas-

and that Jl DJt- Then if A is a linear Borel set,

and if s<t,
(2.2)

P{x(t,u)EA\\j:}

= P{x(l,u)GA\\x(s)}

with probability
1. This is a slightly stronger condition than the Markov
property, and is commonly useful.
We shall need the following evaluations (see [2, p. 285]; the author takes
this opportunity
to correct (3.18) on that page, which should read as written

here)

(2.3)

p\
(

Max

| x(«,q>) - f| > «||x(/,«) = fi

t£ugt+h

)

g (l + pyiHiW2),
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m(s, £)ds + (1 + e)ll20(h"2),
/t+h

o-2(s,Z)ds+(l

+ !;2)0(h*i2).

Here each 0 term is uniform in the variable £, and also in t for t in a compact
set. If the diffusion coefficients do not depend on the parameter, so that we
are in the stationary case, the integrals on the right can be evaluated, and the
0 terms on the right will of course be uniform in t. The evaluations
make
clear the significance of the diffusion coefficients as the differential increments
of mean and variance.
Conversely, the author has proved [2, p. 287] that, under appropriate
conditions, including evaluations slightly weaker than (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5),
a Markov process will necessarily be a standard Ito process.
In the following, we shall frequently consider the process {x^(t), /G7"} for
varying initial value £. When we do this, we shall hold constant the basic
measure space on which the specified Brownian motion y(t) process of (2.1) is
defined, so that the various X((t) processes will all be defined on the same
measure space. We shall need below a measure of the change of X((t) with £.
This will be provided by the following two lemmas.

Lemma 2.1. Let <j>be a Lebesgue measurable function of a real variable tET,
integrable on compact sets. Then, if there are constants a, b, with &= 0 such that

(2.6)

0 = <t>(t)
^ a + b f <f>(s)ds,

tET,

Jo

it follows that
(2.7)

4>(t)^aeht,

tET.

To prove the lemma, we observe that, by (2.6),
/''

(I — s)n

*(*) ^—-ds
o
n\

atn+1bn+1

= ———
(m+1)!

r '

+ 6"+2
Jo

*(*)

(t — s)n+1

. , ,.,
(m+1)!

ds,

m = 0.

Adding (2.6) and these inequalities yields the desired (2.7).
Lemma 2.2. To each compact subinterval Tx of T corresponds a constant c
such that

(2.8)

fiJMax | x((t) - x„(t)\2\ ^ c\^-v\2,

Let K be the constant in the conditions
coefficients for tETx- Then we observe that

SIP imposed

t E Tt.
on the diffusion
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Next we observe

that

^ K2t £

177

| x£(r) - x,(r) l2rfr,

5 ±£ <.

the integral

7(5) =

f.

{a[r,

x((r)]

-

o-[r, xv(r)]}dy(r)

J 0

defines a martingale,

as 5 varies, as does any stochastic

integral

of this type

[2, p. 444] and hence (ibid. pp. 317, 354)
P jmax7(r)2l

g 4P{7(5)2} = 4E j J
^ 47C2p| f

| <r[r, x£(r)] - <r[r, x„(r)] \2dr\

| x{(r) - x,(r) \2dr\ ,

5 ^ /.

If we now write (2.1) for x%(t) and xv(t), and subtract, we find, using the preceding inequalities, and denoting the left side of (2.8) by M(t),

M(t) ^ 3 | £ - v \2+ 37xT2/
f M(r)dr + 12K2f M(r)dr.
Jo

Lemma 2.1 can be applied

Jo

to yield (2.8) with c depending

only on the right-

hand end point of Pi and on K.
In many cases we shall be able to suppose
are bounded. In this case, the reasoning leading
be simplified, and leads to simpler evaluations:
on the right, involving £, is to be omitted in
case, for every real number a, if Ki is a bound

(2.9)

£{<:<"£<«}^ Le°i,

that the diffusion coefficients
to (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) can
the multiplier of the 0 term
each case. Moreover, in this
for m and <r,

L = exp (Ki + Kx \ a \ t + KiaH).

To see this, let Ki be a bound for \m\ and a. Then
E{e«*Ho}

= E{eai+U+V},

where
/,

t
o

The inequality

m[s, X((s)]ds

^ Ki\a\t,

/.i

v = a j c[s, x((s)]dy(s).
J o

(2.9) then follows from the following lemma.

Lemma 2.3. If w=f0t<$(s, u)dy(s),
E{eaw}

where \$(s, co)| £Ki,

then

^ eKiah.

Here (see [2, p. 437]) we suppose that <£ has the usual properties of the
integrands in these stochastic integrals. This inequality is easily proved
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using the standard sums approximating
these integrals, and the proof will be
omitted. Applying (2.9) with a replaced by —a, and adding the two inequalities, we deduce

(2.10)

E{c«l*«(»l} =: 22>ltl,

The following lemma will also be useful below. We restrict
to the stationary case, to which the lemma will be applied.

Lemma 2.4. If a>0,

a > 0.
our attention

and if m, <xdo not depend on t, then, for every t>0,

lim P\ Max X((s, w) — £ ^ e} = 1,
«->o

»£<

and this limit is uniform for £ in any bounded set in which a is bounded from
below by a positive constant.

According to [2, pp. 283-284],
Xi(s) -

£ = iji + V2 + sm(g) + o(g)y(s),

where

E JMaxA g 0(*2)(1
+ £2),

j = 1,2,

and the 0 term does not depend on £. It is no restriction in proving the asserted limit relation if we allow / to go to 0 with e. If we take tlli = «, and if e
is then so small that /| m(%) | = e, we find that
P< max xe(s, u) — £ = «> = P< max y(s, u) ^ 4«/<t(£)J-

- sH
maxNil = 4;
i
v »s<
= 2P{y(*, «) = 4/1/V<r(£)}- 20(/2)(l + ff(-"2.
This difference goes to 1, when e—>0,with the required uniformity.
3. Generalization
of the standard Ito processes. In this section we shall
make a simple generalization
of the standard
Ito processes, which will be
useful in discussing stopped processes. Let m, a, and a y(t) process be as in §2,
and let Jt be as defined there. For each tET, i=l, 2, let 4/t(t) be a random
variable which is measurable relative to the Borel field Jt, with the value
\pi(t, w) at the point u. It is supposed that, if (t, «) measure is the direct
product of Lebesgue / measure and the given co measure, then ip<(t>u) defines
a (/, w) measurable function, and that

f

E{Ms)2}ds < oo,

tET.
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the equation
x(t) = x(0) +

f m[s, x(s)]*i(s)ds
Jo'

+

f
Jo

a[s, x(s)]+2(s)dy(s).

If ^1(5) and ^(5) are, for each value of 5, constant cofunctions, this equation
is only slightly more general than (2.1), because, at least if ^1 and ^2 are
bounded functions, ^1 can be absorbed in m and \f/2 in a. The real point of
this generalization
is that ^1(5) and ^2(5) may be nontrivial co functions. In
any event, (3.1) can be solved in exactly the same way as (2.1), to yield a
stochastic process which has almost all its sample functions continuous, and,
with this property, is essentially unique. The process need not necessarily be
a Markov process, however. For example, if m = l, (7= 0, ^1(5) =y(5), the
process will not be a Markov process.
4. Stopped standard Ito processes. Let {x(/), 0^/<oo } be a standard
Ito process. (The changes in the following that would be required by a different choice of parameter interval will be obvious.) We shall now find an
equation satisfied by the process after it is stopped at a barrier or stopped in
accordance with a criterion of a similar type. Let t be a random variable
defined on the same measure space as the x(t) process, and satisfying the
following conditions.
51 0^t(co)^oo.
52 For every constant 5, {t(co) ^5} GJI, where the Borel field J I was

defined in §2.
Define
x(t, co) =

(x(t, co)
<
(x[t(co), co]

if

r(co) ^ I,

if

t(co) < /,

that is, the x(t) process is the x(t) process stopped at time r. If t is the first
time an x(t) process sample function has a value in some closed set A (or + 00
if there is no such time) the x(t) process is described as the x(t) process stopped
at the barrier A. Let \p(s) be the characteristic
function of the set {t(co) >s} .
Then we shall show that, if the x(/) process is a solution of (2.1), the x(t)
process is given by

(4.1)

*(*) = x(0) + f m[s, x(s)]*(s)ds + f <r[s,x(s)]f(s)dy(s),
Jo

Jo

where the last integral is defined to make almost all sample functions of the
x(t) process continuous. Once this has been shown, it will be possible to replace x(s) in each integrand by x(s) without changing the integrand. In this
form, (4.1) becomes an equation of the form (3.1). The x(t) process is thus a
generalized Ito process in the sense of §3. In the following we shall assume,
as we can, that the last integral in (4.1) defines a continuous function of t
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1, and shall denote by Xx(t) the right side of this equation.

If fl^O,
(4.2)

xx(t) = xx(a) +

f

m[s, x(s)]+(s)ds

+

f

<r[s, x(s)]+(s)dy(s).

The proof of the identification of x(t) with xx(t) will be carried through in two
steps.
(i) If 0^a<t,
then Xx(t)=Xx(a) almost everywhere on the w set{T(o))^a}.
To prove this it is sufficient to prove that the last term in (4.2) vanishes almost everywhere on this o>set. Now
/a[s,

x(s)]$(s)dy(s)

= I

a

<r[s, x(s)]\l/(s)\p(a)dy(s)

J a

+ f

o-[s,x(s)]+(s)[l - 4>(a)]dy(s).

J a

Here the last integral vanishes almost everywhere,
since the integrand
vanishes identically. The first integral on the right can be written in the form

+(a) f <r[s,x(s)]+(s)dy(s).
(The justification for taking \p(a) outside the integral sign is trivial from the
definition of this integral.) In this form it is obvious that the expression
vanishes on {r(co) ^a}. Thus we have proved the assertion (i), and it follows
easily that Xi(/, as) =Xi[r(w), co], when t = T(u>), ignoring an w set of probability
0 independent

of /. The

following

assertion,

when

proved,

then

yields

the

fact that the Xx(t) process and the x(t) process are essentially the same.
(ii) If t>0, Xx(t) =x(t) almost everywhere on the a set {r(u>) s^t}. To prove
this, suppose that
(»)

0 = to

(n)

<

■ ■ ■ <tn

= t,

and define

WO, co) =1,
(1

if /,• < s ^ tj+x and

t(w) = t,- ,

1>n(s, co) = <

1.0 otherwise.

Then

{Us, «) ^ f(s, co)}C U {4n>< r(«) = C
i
If we define (s, w) measure

as the direct

product

t? < s g t%\}.

of Lebesgue

5 measure

and
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the given co measure, the (s, co) measure of the set on the left goes to 0 with
8„ = Maxy (tj+i —tj1'1) since this measure is at most
(ti+i -

ti

)P{tj

< r(co) g ti+i}

g 8n.

Hence
(4.3)

eI\J

[<r[s,x(s)]+(s)

= f

-

a[s,x(s)]Ms)]dy(s)\\

P{|<r[5, x(s)][+(s) - W5)]|2}d5->0

if «„-><).

J o
We use here the fact that, as follows from the inequality
<r2[s, x(s)]

^ const,

[l + x(5)2],

5 ^ I,

the left side of the inequality is (s, co) integrable on [0, f]Xfl. We are now
ready to prove assertion (ii). We need only prove that the last term in (4.1)
is equal almost everywhere on {r(co)^i}
to the same integral without ^
in the integrand. Now if 5„—>0, we have, using (4.3),
/a[s,
o

x(s)]yp(s)dy(s)

= l.i.m. I a[s, x(s)]ipn(s)dy(s)
!»-*» J, o

= l.i.m. X I <»)*[*, x(5)fy(*,"i)cfy(5)
n->«

! J j_i

= I.i.m. tlWr1
n—.«

1

) /.(») "•[*>
x(s)]dy(s).
*/ y_i

When t(co) ^t, this limit becomes
n

••

,(n)
E.

y» E

l.i.m.
X)
|.(»)^h *W]^yW
= */Io °"k*(*)
]<*?(*)»
B—.»
1 «/ y_i
as was to be proved.
The following theorem is intuitively
obvious,
enough apparatus to make its proof simple.

and we now have created

Theorem 4.1. Let {xt(t), tGT} (i= 1, 2) be a standard Ito process with diffusion coefficients mt, <n, and xt(0) =£. Suppose that the determining Brownian
motion process is the same for the two values of i, and that there is a finite or infinite closed interval I such that
mi(t, v) = m2(t, if),
<ri(t, ri) = 0-2(1, ri),

if I G T, t) G 7.
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Suppose that £G7, and let t,(co) be the smallest value of t with xt(t, co) an end
point of I, or rj(co) = °° if there is no such value. Then
P{ri(o)

P[xx(t,

co) = x2(t, co)

= T2(co)} = 1,

if

t g Tx(w)} = 1.

To prove this theorem, let r = min (ti, t2), and let {xi(t), tET}
be
the Xi(t) process stopped at time r. If \p(s) is the characteristic
function of
the co set {t(co)^s}, we have, from (4.1), and using the hypotheses on the
diffusion coefficients,

Xi(t) = £ + f

Jo

mx[s, Xi(s)]+(s)ds + f <rx[s,Xi(s)]t(s)dy(s), i = 1,2.
Jo

These equations are of the form (3.1). Hence there is essentially only one
solution with continuous sample functions, and this fact implies the truth of
the theorem.
We now compute the infinitesimal properties of a stopped standard Ito
process. We assume for definiteness in the following that the parameter set is a
finite closed interval T. If I is a point of this interval, we set Tt= T[t, oo ].
We work in the following with a specified pair of diffusion coefficients, with
parameter interval T, and a specified Brownian motion process which we shall
use to define various standard Ito processes. Let (n, r2) be a finite or semiinfinite interval, let £ be a point of this interval, let {x(s), 5G7"(} be a standard Ito process with x(/)=£, and let {x(s), sETt} be this process stopped
when its trajectories
reach rx or r2, if ever. Then
(4.4)

P<

max

| x(u, co) - £ | =■ el

I tSv^t+h

= (1 + £2)3'20(A8'2),

)

where 0(h312) is uniform in the pair (t, £). This evaluation is simply a translation of the corresponding
evaluation (2.3) for the unstopped process. Let t
be the stopping time, and let \[/(s) be the characteristic
function of the co set
{r (co) ^ 5}. Then we write
/t+k

[m[s, x(s)] -m(s,

/t+h

/t+h

Q]l>(s)ds

[a[s, x(s)] - <r(s, Z)]+(s)dy(s)

m(s, SMs)ds + J

/. t+h

<r(s,&+(s)dy(s)

= I + II + III + IV.
Now it is easily calculated (see [2, p. 284 (3.16)]) that
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[m[s, x(s)] - m(s, £)]ds\ 2\ ^ Z,i(l + £2)h3,

for some constant L\. Moreover, if II' is the same as II except that the factor
y}/(s) is omitted from the integrand, it is easily calculated (see [2, p. 284,

(3.17)]) that
P[ll2}
for some constant

^ P{ll'2}

^ L2h2(l + Z2),

L2. We now deduce
/l+h

m(s, $E{+(s)ds}

/t+h

a(s,02E{Hs)}ds+

+ (1 + e)ll20(h'i2),

(1 +e)0(¥>2),

where 0(h312) is uniform in the pair (t, £). Here £{^(5)} = P{t(co) ^5}. To put
these equations in more usable form, note that, if 5 is sufficiently small,

P{*(/+*,«)

= 1} = P{r(co) iXt + h}

(4.7)

=p\

max I *(«)-$! ^4

= 1 -

(1 + £2)3/20(/«3/2),

where 0(h312) is uniform as above. Hence, for £ at distance greater than 5 from
r\, r2,
/t+h

where 0(h312) is uniform
from fi, r2,

m(s, i)ds + (1 + e)zl20(h^2),

as above. Similarly,

/t+h

Let e be any positive
mean and variance,

(4.10)
(4.11)

number,

for £ at distance

than 8

o(s, £)2ds +>(1 + e)3l20(h3i2).

and define the usual truncated

f

\v-l:)d,p{x(t+h,U)gV},

f

'(v - t)2dnP{x(t + h,U) £„}.

J(-t

greater

differential

J {-e

According

to (2.3), these quantities

differ from the left sides of (4.8) and
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(4.9) respectively by (l+£2)3/20(A3/2), and thus these quantities,
the corresponding left sides of (4.8), (4.9) and (2.4), (2.5) are interchangeable
up to
errors of the above order of magnitude. Although the left sides of (2.4) and
(2.5) have the clearest intuitive significance, the truncated
means in (4.10)
and (4.11) have certain advantages,
and have been used by Feller [4] in his
proofs of existence theorems for diffusion processes.
According to our comparison of (2.5) and (4.11),

(4.12)

f

(* - i)*d,P{*(t + *. «) = v] = (1 + £2)0(A3'2),

where 0(h312) is, as usual, uniform in the pair (/, £). This makes specific the
Lindeberg condition which makes the right side o(h).
Finally, we remark that, if r\ and r2 are finite, then the power of (l+£2)
which appears in the inequalities involving the stopped process is of course
unnecessary.
5. Ito processes with general state intervals. In this section we shall
generalize the standard Ito processes by supposing that the diffusion coefficients are defined only for the state variable £ in some interval 7 which we
shall call the state interval. The (Markov) processes we obtain are the subject of the present paper. The interval 7 may be closed, open, or neither,
finite or infinite, but if infinite it will contain only finite points. We denote
its end points by rlt r2, fj <r2. The hypotheses on the diffusion coefficients are
that they be Baire functions of (t, £) in 7"X7, and that, if / is restricted to a
compact subset of T, and £ to a compact subset of 7, there be a corresponding
constant K, depending on the specified compact sets, such that

| m(t, Q\SK,

0 =- <r(t,Q ^ K,

IP
| m(t, £2) - m(t, £0 | = K | £2 -

£, |,

| <r(t, £2) -

c(t, £x) | t% K | £2 -

£x |.

The standard
Ito case of §2 is thus a special case in which 7 is the interval
(— oo j oo) and in which there is a special uniformity
condition imposed on the
above inequalities as the compact set on which they are to hold varies.
Let 7" be any interval with left-hand end point 0, let {y(t), 0^t<
oo } be
a Brownian motion process, and let x(0) be a random variable defined on the

same measure space as the y(t) process, but independent of this process. We
shall now define an Ito process with parameter set T and state interval 7, in
terms of the specified diffusion coefficients satisfying IP, initial value, and
Brownian motion process.
First suppose that 7 is compact. Then the diffusion coefficients can be

defined for tET and all £, with the old values in TXI,

and satisfying the

hypotheses SIP of §2 imposed on the diffusion coefficients of a standard Ito
process. Let {xi(/), tET}
be the standard
Ito process determined
by the
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extended diffusion coefficients, the specified Brownian motion process, and
specified xi(0)=x(0).
Let {x(/), tGT} be this process stopped at the end
points of I. The x(t) process will be called an Ito process with state interval 7.
The fact that it is essentially independent of the way the diffusion coefficients
are extended is a consequence of Theorem 4.1. In particular,
if the original
diffusion coefficients are functions of £ alone, their extensions can be made to
have this property also. Hence it is clear that in this case the x(t) process will
have stationary
transition probabilities.
If the state interval is not compact, suppose next that its left-hand end
point ri is finite and is in the interval. Let {7„, ra=^l} be a monotone increasing sequence of compact intervals whose union is 7, with common lefthand end point ri. Let 5„ be the right-hand end point of In, and define x„(0) by

x„(0) = min [x(0), 5„].
Define {xn(t), tGT} as the
diffusion coefficients, initial
process. For m<n the xm(t)
and in fact we can suppose

Ito process with the state interval 7„, specified
position x„(0), and specified Brownian motion
process is nearly the xn(t) process stopped at sm,
that

Xm(t, CO) = Xn(t, CO) if

Xn(t, Co) G Im,

5 ^ t.

Then limnHh0O
xn(t, co) exists for each co, and defines the desired process
{x(t), tGT}.
It is not a priori obvious that the sample functions of this
process are almost all continuous. In fact, it is conceivable that, if x(t, co)=r2,
the function x(-, co) oscillates back and forth between points arbitrarily near
some inner point of 7 which we shall call the left oscillation limit and points
arbitrarily
near r2, for the argument in the neighborhood
of a point t(co) ^t,
so that t(co) is an oscillatory discontinuity
of x(-, (o) on the left, with x(s, co)
= r2 for 5^t(co). We shall call such a point co an oscillatory point. To prove
that almost all sample functions t>f the x(t) process are continuous, we prove
that the class of oscillatory points with left oscillation limit ^a has probability 0, for every aGI- Let £1 and £2 be points of 7, with a<£i<£2, and let
t*'(co) be the time xn(-, co) first has the value £i, let t*)(co)+t„1)(co) be the
time xn(-, co) first has the value £i after having already had the values £i and
£2 in that order, and in general let r*'(co) for k>Q he the time between the
&th and (&+ l)th times x(-, co) has the value £i, with £2 assumed in between.
If co is oscillatory,
with left hand oscillation limit £=a, and if k is arbitrary,
t^'(co) is defined for n sufficiently large, so that t(*'(co) =limn,00 t„*'(co) is well
defined. Now, by (4.4), there is a constant L such that

P i max \x(t+

h) - H\^ c|| xn(t, co) = 4

for /, t+h in a compact subset of P, and £i^£i££2.

^ L83'2

It follows that, if e = £2—£i,
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= 8\\ r(«, • ■ - , r<»} ^ 7S3'2.

(If the reader is disturbed by the fact that the random variables here are not
everywhere defined, he may define them as —1 where they are not already
defined. The above evaluation is then of course only to be valid where the
conditioning variables are non-negative.)
This evaluation makes it impossible
that ^3iT(W(co) converge with positive probability, whereas from the definition this series has sum ^ t on the set of oscillatory points with left oscillation
limit ^a. Hence there are almost no such oscillatory points, and therefore
almost no oscillatory points whatever. The x(t) process we have defined thus
has almost no discontinuous
sample functions. It is essentially determined
by the diffusion coefficients, x(0), and the specified Brownian motion process.
It has a transition probability function uniquely determined by the diffusion
coefficients.
If the state interval 7 has a finite right-hand end point, which it contains,
but is open on the left, Ito processes with state interval 7 are defined similarly.
Finally, if 7 is open, the only change necessary in the above argument is that
{7„, m ^ 1} is now a monotone sequence of compact subsets of 7, with union 7.
For any state interval 7, if an Ito process \x(t), tET}
with this state
interval is stopped when its sample functions meet the end points of a subinterval 7i, and if x(0, co)G7i, then the stopped process is an Ito process with
the state interval IxIf an Ito process has state interval 7, and if 70 is the open kernel of 7,
essentially the same process is obtained if 70 is used as state interval.
If 7 is not finite, our definition may allow the random variables of an
Ito process with this state interval to be infinite valued with positive prob-

ability, but this will cause no difficulty below.
6. Semigroup generated by an Ito process. From now on we shall deal
only with diffusion coefficients which are functions of the state variable only,
so that the corresponding
Ito processes will have stationary
transition probabilities, and the parameter interval will be [0, oo). This fact will not be mentioned explicitly below. Under this added hypothesis, the conditions IP of §5
imposed on the diffusion coefficients become the following. The two coefficients are Baire functions defined on the state interval 7. To every compact
subset 70 of 7 corresponds a constant K such that

0^<r(£)

if £G7,

IPs

I «({t) - «({0 | = K | £2- £i |,

| <r(£2)- a(fc) | t%K | £8 - £j |
if £,G7o.

In the standard Ito case of §2, the state interval is (— oo, oo), but these inequalities are nevertheless to hold throughout
7, with a single constant K.
Let {x(/), 0=^<

oo } be an Ito process with state

interval

7. If there

is a
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value £, we shall write x$(t) for x(t), as usual.

Define Utf by
(Utf)(0 = E{xt(t)} = E{f[x(t)]\\x(0, co)= £},
as in §1. We would like to define a Banach space of functions/with
the property that Ut takes the Banach space into itself, and that the semigroup is
strongly continuous. The infinitesimal operator of the semigroup would then
be expected to become the differential operator D defined by (1.5), at least
for the functions of interest. It turns out to be simpler, and adequate to our
purposes, to renounce the use of general semigroup theorems, and apply
Theorem 1.1 in their place. Furthermore
we shall reduce problems involving
general state intervals to problems involving standard Ito processes in which
we shall be able to prescribe the character of the diffusion coefficients outside
a finite interval. For some purposes, the simplest choice would be to make
the diffusion coefficients vanish identically outside a finite interval, but this
choice would not be appropriate for all our applications.
In view of these and other considerations, we make the following choices.
We shall assume throughout
that the process in question is a standard Ito
process with bounded diffusion coefficients. We shall use as the domain of the
Ut semigroup the Banach space C of functions defined and continuous on
(—oo,

oo), with

||/1|= sup |/(0|«-i«'<oo.
i
With these assumptions,

we find, using (2.10),

(6.1)

\(Utfm\^2\\f\\Le^,

where L is specified in (2.9). To prove that Utf is continuous, from which it
will follow that Ut carries C into C, we remark first that, from Lemma 2.2,
xv(t)—*Xi(t) in probability when jj—»£, for each value of t, so that/[x,(7)]
—>/[xj(<)] in probabiity
also. Thus to prove continuity
of Utf, that is, to
prove that

E{f[xn(t)]}-^E{f[xi(t)]},
we need only justify taking the limit under the expectation
justification
is provided by the fact that, using (2.10),

(6.2)

*{/[*,(*)]»}

^ ||/||2P{ W>'}

symbol,

and this

^ \\f\\2Le2^,

where L (not equal to the L in (6.1)) is specified in (2.9), and does not
depend on v, so that the left side of (6.2) is bounded independently
of r\ in
a neighborhood
of £. We have now proved that Ut takes C into C. The
operator Ut is linear, and has norm ti2L, according to (6.1). Here L depends
on / but is bounded on every compact / set. It is not difficult to prove that, if
Ci is the subclass of C whose functions are absolutely continuous, with
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sup I /'(£) [ e-'f I < oo,
f

then Ut takes & into Cx, and Utf, for fECx, defines a strongly continuous
function of t on [0, oo). Since we shall not need this fact, we omit its proof.
What we shall need is the now trivial fact that the semigroup is of type T

as defined in §1.
7. The infinitesimal

operator

of a standard

Ito process.

0 g t < oo } be a standard
Ito process with bounded
Define the differential operator D as usual by

(7.1)

o-2 d2

d

2 de

di

D =-\-m—-

diffusion

Let

{x(t),

coefficients.

Suppose that/is
a function defined on (— oo, oo), with two continuous
tives, and that outside some finite interval / has a third continuous

derivaderiva-

tive with
sup «H« | /'"(£)

| < oo.

The class of such functions is a linear, but not closed, subspace of C, which
we shall denote by C2. UfEC2, and if e>0, we have, using the notation of §1,

i

T (Uhf -/)(£)
(7.2)

=-

i r{+T

(>?-£)/'(£)

+

~

/"(£) + (v - £)2<*(£,
v)~\P(h, £, dv) + 8

= Df + 0(V'2) + — f

A J{_e

(v - £)W£,v)p(h,£,dv)+ /?,

where

/?= —
f
1/00-/«)]#(*»£.*»)■
A J |,-{l>e
Here we have used the evaluations

found in §4 for the truncated

expectations

(4.10) and (4.11). The 0(h112) is uniform in the variable £ on (— oo, oo). We
shall show that the left side of (7.2) converges strongly to Df in the sense
of Banach space C distance. We need only show that the last two terms on the
right in (7.2) converge strongly to 0. Taking the last term first, we note that

(7.3) e-M\B\£^-[
The second

A J u-{|>c

\f(y)\p(k,i,dr,)+^P{\xt(h,»)

term on the right goes to 0 uniformly

(2.3), since, as we remarked

h

-£|

fc •}.

on (— oo, oo), according

in §2, the factor involving

to

£ on the right in (2.3)
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is absent if the diffusion coefficients are bounded. The first term on the right
in (7.3) is dominated, according to Holder's inequality, by

'—

h

P«*{ | Xi(h, co) - £| 2g e}£i/*{ |/h(*)]|4}

^ M» LUtpt/t{ | Xi'h<w) _ $| > e} = 11/||z,1'^/?1'8).
h
Here L is evaluated
(7.2) goes strongly

in (2.9), and 0(hlls) is uniform
to 0 when h—»0. There remains

on (— oo, oo). Thus 8 m
the proof that

g-\i\ c £+«

(7.4)

lim -—
»-»o «

uniformly

on (—°o,

I

(, - £)2a(£, r,)p(h, £, d„) = 0

J f-€

oo). According

to (4.12),

in which

we can ignore

the

factor (l+£2) since the diffusion coefficients are bounded in the present case,
we can choose e as small as desired in proving (7.4). Since/ has two continuous derivatives,
a(£, 77)can be made uniformly small for £ in any finite interval
by choosing e small. If ei>0, and if e is chosen so small that |a(£, 77)| ^ei
in (7.4), the expression after the limit symbol is dominated by

(7.5)

£le-lll

—j-j

/•{+.

rv(£)2

(v - Z)2p(h,£, dn) = «!*-■«I-y-

-1

+ 0(h^2)l

where 0(h112) is uniform in £. Since the right side of (7.5) can be made
arbitrarily and uniformly small in (— 00, 00) by proper choice of «i, that is, by
proper choice of e, the limit in (7.4) is 0 pointwise, and uniformly on every
finite £ interval. To prove that the limit is also a strong limit, we must discuss
the approach to the limit for large £. Let a be a bound for |/'"(£) | e~l£l outside
some finite interval. Then, for £ sufficiently large, the expression after the

limit symbol in (7.4) is dominated by

-

oh J j_e

I * - € \3P(h,£, dv) i-

j

oh J {_«

(v- k)2P(h,£, dv)

a«r°"(£)2
where

0(h112) is uniform

for ££(—

1

°o? co), and this expression

is uniformly

small if 6 is small. Thus we have now proved that

(7 •6)

Uhf-f

strong lim-=
*-♦<>
h

that is, we have shown that the infinitesimal
defined on C2 and coincides with D there.

Df,
operator

/ G Ct,
of the Ut semigroup

is
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8. The basic martingale theorems for Ito processes. The following treatment of a classical problem is easily made precise. Frankie and Johnny play
a game repeatedly.
In each game, Frankie either wins or loses a dollar, with
probability
1/2 for each. The games are independent,
and the problem is to
find the probability
p of Frankie's eventual ruin if she has initial fortune a
and Johnny has initial fortune b. Since the game is fair, Frankie's final expected fortune should be her initial fortune a, and on the other hand it is
calculated at once to be

p-0+(\
Thus we obtain

the classical

- p)(a + b).

solution

(8.D

p = -Arha + b

This method is precisely the method to be used in this paper to find the probability that an Ito process trajectory will reach a specified boundary point of
its state interval. It depends on an analysis of the concept of fairness of a game
in terms of expectations,
yielding the theorem that a martingale goes into a
martingale under optimal stopping.
The following theorem is the basis for the application of martingale theory
to Ito processes.

Theorem 8.1. Let \x(t), 0 = /< oo } be a standard
diffusion coefficients and er>0. Suppose that
(8.2)

E{el*<0)i} < oo.

If g is in class C2 and satisfies

(8.3a)

Dg = 0

or

(8.3b)

Dg = \g

or

(8.3c)
then the corresponding
(8.4a)

Dg = X,
stochastic process
{g[x(t)],0

= t < oo }

or

(8.4b)
or

{e-xtg[x(t)], 0 = t < oo }

Ito process with bounded
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oo}

is a martingale. If " = " is replaced in any one of the equations (8.3) by " = ", the
corresponding stochastic process is a semimartingale, if its random variables have
finite expectations.

To prove this theorem, we need only remark that, if the semigroup
{ Ut, t = 0} is defined as in §6, on the Banach space C, it is of type T in the
sense of §1. Then Theorem 1.1 is applicable, and its application is feasible
here because we have identified the infinitesimal operator of the semigroup
with the differential operator D on C2. The theorem then follows in accordance
with the argument detailed in §1, if we can show, in the martingale case,
that the random variables of the stochastic processes in question have finite
expectations. This fact follows from (2.10) in view of the inequality (in which
we assume that gEC)

E{\g[x(t)}\ } =1kN'|l<()1} S2LS{«I»»>"}.
The right side of this inequality is finite by hypothesis.
We have made no attempt to minimize the hypotheses of this theorem,
because the main emphasis of the paper is on the following theorem, which is
deduced from Theorem 8.1 but whose hypotheses are nearer the minimal ones
because the state interval is compact. However, as a simple example of the
direction in which Theorem 8.1 can be improved with little effort, we remark
that, if
classes
change
tion of

a>0, the norming function elfl, which is used in the definition of the
C and C2, and in condition (8.2), can be replaced by ea|fl with no
in any of the previous discussion or present proof except for the insera in the obvious places. If a<l
we thus obtain a slight extension of

Theorem 8.1.
As an example of the application
of Theorem 8.1, let x(0)=0,
m = 0,
cr=l, so that the x(t) process is a Brownian motion process. The fact that
this process is itself a martingale
is a (trivial) fact which is asserted in case (a)
of the theorem. If X = 1 and —1 incase (b), we find that the stochastic processes
[e**«(«-1( o g / < oo J,
are martingales.

{e' cos 21'2x(0, 0 =: I < oo }

Finally, if X = 1 in case (c), we find that the stochastic
(x(/)2 -

t,0

process

^ t < °o }

is a martingale. These assertions are readily proved directly. As an example
of the application of case (a) with inequality, we apply it to the above x(t)
process, and conclude that if <p is a convex function with two continuous
derivatives, the process {<j>[x(t)], 0 St < oo } is a semimartingale
if its random
variables have finite expectations.
This follows from general martingale
theory even if <j>is only supposed convex and continuous, but not necessarily
having derivatives, since the x(t) process is itself a martingale.
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Theorem
8.2. Let {x(t), 0^t<
oo } be an Ito
interval I on which a > 0. Let r be the time of first
the boundary of I, and define r< = min [t, t]. Then
two continuous derivatives there, and if it satisfies
the corresponding stochastic process

(8.5a)

{g[x(t)],0^t<

process with a compact state
meeting of a trajectory with
if g is continuous on I, with
one of the equations (8.3),

«>}

or

(8.5b)

{e-XT'g[x(0l 0 ^ t < oo}

or
(8.5c)

{g[x(t)]-\rt,0^l<

cc}

is a martingale. If " = " is replaced in any one of the equations (8.3) by "^",
the corresponding stochastic process is a semimartingale.
It is to be understood that t(co) = oo if co yields an x(t) process trajectory
which never reaches the boundary of 7.
We prove the theorem by reducing it to Theorem 8.1. There is a pair
nti, ui of bounded diffusion coefficients, not depending on t, with ai always
positive, satisfying
the conditions
imposed on the diffusion coefficients of
standard Ito processes, coinciding on 7 with the given pair m, a, and satisfying the equations

»i(€) = 0,

<ritt)2= 2 I XI

for sufficiently large | £|. Define Pi by
(ri

Di =-h

d2

2 de

d

r»i — •

da

Let {xi(0, 0^t<x>}
be a standard
Ito process determined
by this pair of
diffusion coefficients,
the initial condition
Xi(0)=x(0),
and the Brownian
motion process used in specifying the x(t) process. The latter process is then
the Xi(t) process stopped at the boundary of 7. Let gi satisfy (8.3a), or (8.3b),
or (8.3c) with D replaced by Pi, and be identical with the given function g
satisfying the corresponding equation (8.3a) or (8.3b) or (8.3c) on 7. Then in
case (a), gi is linear outside some finite interval; in case (b), gi is either a linear
combination
of e(, e~* or of sin £, cos £ outside some finite interval, depending
on the sign of X; and in case (c), gi is a polynomial of degree ^2 outside some
finite interval. In all cases giGC2. Hence Theorem 8.1 is applicable to the
Xi(t) process, and we find that the process (8.4a), (8.4b), or (8.4c) as the case
may be, with g replaced by gi, is a martingale.
Hence, according to a standard
martingale
theorem,
the process stopped at the boundary
of 7 is also a
martingale.
The stopped process is precisely the corresponding
process (8.5)
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(a) or (b) or (c). If " = " is replaced in one of the equations (8.3) by " ^," we
denote the resulting inequality by (8.30 (a) or (b) or (c) as the case may be.
If g satisfies one of these inequalities on 7, define mx and ax as above, and define gx on the line, to be identical with g on 7, to satisfy this inequality (with
D, g replaced by Dx, gx) on the line, and to satisfy the corresponding equality
outside some finite interval. This can be done in case (b), for example, as follows. Let ^ be a function defined on (— oo, oo) with continuous
second derivatives, nonnegative,
zero outside some finite interval, and with S^ =Dg in 7.
Then we can take gx as that solution of 23]/=^ which coincides with g in 7.
The argument which proved the theorem in the martingale case now extends
to the present case.
Since the diffusion coefficients of an Ito process are defined only in the
state interval, a function g satisfying any one of the equations (8.3) is defined
only in the state interval. On the other hand, the sample functions of an Ito
process with a noncompact state interval may take on with positive probability a value which is an end point of the state interval even though this end
point is not in the interval. Thus the statement of Theorem 8.2 cannot apply
to Ito processes with noncompact state intervals without further restrictions
or conventions,
because g[x(t, co)] will not be defined if x(t, co) is an end point
of the state interval which is not in the interval. It is therefore somewhat unexpected that we can generalize Theorem 8.2 as simply as in the following
theorem. The natural conventions to be made are explained after the statement of the theorem.
Theorem 8.3. Let {x(t), 0=7< oo } be an Ito process with state interval I,
on which <r>0. 7"AeMthe assertions of Theorem 8.2 remain valid under the

hypothesis that g is bounded in I.
If 7 is compact, g is of course necessarily bounded, because it is continuous.
We adopt the convention
that, if r is an end point of the state interval
but is not in the interval,
then if, for some t, the random variable
x(t) has
the value r with positive probability,
the value g(r), which is involved
in the assertions of the theorem, is defined as lim,,r g(s). It will be proved
that this limit exists, in this case. With this convention,
the processes in

(8.3) are well defined.
Let [l„, M^l}
be a monotone sequence of compact intervals,
whose
union is the state interval 7, and suppose that each interval contains any end
point of 7 which is contained in 7. Let {x„(/), OSK <x>}be the x(t) process
stopped on the boundary of 7„. We take this to imply that xn(t, co) =x(0, co)
for all t if x(0, co)G7n. The theorem is proved by applying Theorem 8.2 to
the x„(t) process and then letting m—>oo,but there are various details which
require some care.
Proof in case (a). If Dg = 0 in 7, and if g is bounded, g can be defined by
continuity at any end point of 7 not in 7, since g is monotone. (The differential
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equation can be solved explicitly to verify the monotoneity.)
In accordance
with our convention, we shall therefore assume that g is defined at both end
points of 7, and is continuous. According to Theorem 8.2, the g[xn(t) ] process
is a martingale.
Hence, applying
Theorem
1.3, with zn(t) = g[xn(t)], the
g[x(/)] process is a martingale.
If P/ = ^ SiO in 7, and if 5 is an interior point

of 7,

(8.6)

/'(£) = <b(8f'(s)+ <*>(£) ,
J.

"; . dv,

o-(v)2<b(v)

where

T

Cl niOn) 1

*«>-«*>
hi, ^4

Hence/'(£) 2:0 for £5t5 if/'(5) >0. Thus either/' is nondecreasing
throughout
7 or there is one point in 7 to the left of which / is monotone nonincreasing
and to the right of which / is monotone nondecreasing.
Then if g is bounded
it has a limit at an end point of 7 not in 7, and the above argument goes
through with unessential changes to prove that the g [x(t) ] process is a semi-

martingale if Dg Si0 and if g is bounded in 7.
Proof in case (b). If Dg=\g, and if X>0, g can have neither a positive
maximum nor a negative minimum. Hence g must be monotone near a
boundary point of 7, and, if bounded, can be defined by continuity at any
end point of 7 not in 7. The method of proof of the theorem in case (a) now
carries over into this case. If X = 0, this case is the same as case (a). If X<0,
Dg=\g, and if g is bounded, it is not necessarily true that g can be defined
by continuity

at an end point

of I not in I. If almost

no trajectory

reaches

such an end point, this does not matter, and the method of proof of case (a) is
applicable.
This method of proof will also be applicable
if, when r is an end
point of 7 not in I, such that there is positive probability
that trajectories
meet this end point, it follows that g has a finite limit at r. We prove this
conclusion, as follows. According to Theorem 8.2, the process
{e-^'^g[xn(t)],

0 ^

/ <

00 }

is a martingale, where rt(n) is the time a trajectory first meets the boundary
of In, or /, whichever is the smaller. Choose b so large that there is positive
probability for an x(t) process trajectory to reach the end point r by time b.
If we consider the above martingales
for Kb, we can apply Theorem 1.2,
and find that lim<TT g[x(2)] exists almost everywhere on the set {r(co)<6}.
But this implies that lim„.r g(s) exists, as was to be proved. This method is
also applicable when Dg^\g to prove the result stated in the theorem, for X

of either sign.
Proof in case (c). The method of case (a) is applicable

here. IfX>0

[X<0],
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g can have no maximum [minimum], and it follows that if g is bounded, it
can be defined by continuity at any point of 7 not in 7.
The proof of Theorem 8.3 is now complete. The hypothesis of boundedness
of g in this theorem is somewhat unfortunate,
but will not be a hindrance in
the applications. The general idea of the proof of this theorem can be used to
derive others of the same type without the boundedness hypothesis, however.
Theorem 8.1 is an example of such a theorem, obtained in another way.

9. The sample functions of Ito processes.

If \x(t), 0^t<«>

} is an Ito

process, we shall sometimes write xj(i) for x(t) if x(0) =£, and we shall denote
lim^oo x(t, co) by x(oo, co) whenever this limit exists. If x(t0, coo) is a boundary
point of the state interval, then x(t, co0)=x(t0, co0) for t^t0, and we shall say
that the trajectory
corresponding
to coo reaches the boundary of the state
interval, omitting the words "in finite time" that are sometimes used to add
flavor but not meaning to the assertion. We shall see that x(oo, co0) may be
a boundary
point of the state interval even though the trajectory
corresponding to coodoes not reach the boundary.
In the theorems of this section, we shall always be concerned with an
Ito process with specified state interval. To avoid repetition we shall not
repeat the full hypothesis in each theorem, but merely specify the state
interval. We recall that a state interval may be infinite, but by definition it
contains only finite points. On the other hand, the sample functions of an Ito
process may be infinite-valued with positive probability, even at a specified
value of the parameter.

Theorem

9.1 (Compact

every trajectory

state

interval

reaches the boundary

7). If a is positive on I, almost

of I.

Let g he a nonconstant
function on 7, with Dg = 0 there. Then by Theorem
8.2, the g[x(£)] process is a martingale.
Since g is bounded, and since the
sample functions of this process are almost all continuous,
it follows that
these

sample

functions

converge,

when

f—»» , according

to a standard

martin-

gale theorem, that is, lim(^M g[x(2)] exists with probability 1. In fact, according to this theorem, if this limit is assigned to the value t = oo, the g[x(<)]
process becomes a martingale on the interval [0, oo ]. Since g is strictly monotone, lim^,,, x(t) exists with probability
1. Lemma 2.4 implies that x(oo, co)
must be an end point of 7, for almost all co. Thus almost all trajectories
converge to one or the other end point of 7. Let 7i be a compact interval with 7
in its interior. Then it is no restriction on the diffusion coefficients to assume
that the domain of definition of these two functions is 7i, that they satisfy
the conditions IPs on this larger interval, and that a is positive there. Then
we can assume that the x(t) process is obtained by stopping an Xx(t) process
with state interval 7i. Since the latter process trajectories almost all have as
limits the end points of I\, they must pass through one or the other end point
of I, that is, almost every x(t) process trajectory reaches the boundary of 7.
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7: [n, r2)). If a is positive on I, lim^*, x(t)

= x(oo) exists with probability 1, and x(oo, co) is almost always either rx or r2
(depending on co). For almost all co with x( oo, co) =ri, x(t, co) =rxfor sufficiently

large t.
Let g be defined as in the proof of the preceding theorem. Then g need
no longer be bounded, but is bounded from above or below, depending on
whether it is monotone decreasing or increasing. Replacing g by a linear
function of g, we can assume that g is non-negative
and increasing. In proving the theorem, it is no restriction to assume that x(0) =£ is a constant, and
we shall do so. Let {xn(t), 0^t<
oo } be the x(t) process stopped at r2—l/n
if r2 is finite, or at n if r2= oo, where we choose n so large that £ lies in the
diminished
state interval.
Applying
the preceding
theorem
to the xn(t)
process, we find that, excluding a set of trajectories of probability 0, an x(t)
process trajectory either goes to ri and stops, goes to r2 and stops, approaches
r2 as a limit without reaching that point, or does not approach a limit. The
latter case will now be ruled out (with probability 1) by an application of
Theorem
1.2 to the processes {g[x„(/)], 0gf<oo}.
These processes are
martingales, according to Theorem 8.2. The random variables of these martingales are non-negative,
and hence
E{\g[xn(t)]\

} = E{g[xn(0)]}

=g(£)

is independent of both t and n. Hence, according to Theorem 1.2, whose other
hypotheses are obviously satisfied, limj,M g [x(t) ] exists and is finite with probability 1. Since g is monotone, it follows that limt^.w x(t) exists with probability 1, and the proof of the theorem is now complete.

Theorem 9.3 (Compact
Dg = 0 there, then

(9.1)

state

interval

£{*[*(«)]}

7: [ru r2]). If a>0

on I, and if

=E{g[x(0)]}.

If the function pi is defined on I by
(9.2)

£,(£) = P{ xt( oo,co)=r,-},

then pi is the unique solution on I of

Df = o,

f(n) = l,

f(t,) = 0

(j* i).

We remarked in the course of the proof of Theorem 9.1 that the g[x(/)]
process is a martingale on the parameter interval [0, oo ]. The equality (9.1)
simply expresses the equality of expectations at t = 0, <x>for this martingale.
(See the remarks on the classical ruin problem at the beginning of §8.) If
x(0) =£, the two sides of (9.1) can be evaluated explicitly, and we obtain

#itt)«W

+ P*($)g(r2) = gtt).
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In particular, if g is the special solution described in the theorem, this equation states that g(£) =£<(£). Note that the fact that the solution of the differential equation with the specified boundary condition is unique is proved
by the above identification,
making unnecessary any uniqueness theorem
obtained from a study of the differential equation (trivial in this case, of
course). Note also how the problem of proving the existence of derivatives
of pi directly was carefully avoided.
Let m, a be continuous functions defined in the interval [rlt r), where
rx<r^

oo, with <r>0. Then we shall say that

the condition

A(r)

is satisfied

to the left of r if the function <pdefined by

is integrable

over [rlt r). We shall say that condition

B(r) is satisfied to the

left of r if A (r) is satisfied and if
/' £

dri

r, 0-(V)2<b(v)

is integrable
— oo ^r<

over [n, r). The corresponding

oo, are obtained

by making

rt>r

definitions
above.

to the right of r, with

The specification

of the

side will be omitted whenever it is obvious.
In the terminology of Feller [5], thinking of m, a as diffusion coefficients
of an Ito process with r as end point of the state interval, the condition B(r)
is the condition that r be a regular or exit boundary. We shall say that condition C(r) is satisfied on the left if A(r) is not satisfied, and if

1

-

rt
I <t>(rf)drj

<r(£)V(£)Jri

is integrable
is satisfied,

on [rlt r) (Feller's
we shall say that

entrance boundary).
If neither B(r) nor C(r)
condition
D(r) is satisfied (Feller's natural

boundary).
Suppose that m and a satisfy the conditions
IPs imposed on diffusion
coefficients, in some state interval, and let r be an end point of the state
interval which is not included in it. Then, solving 23/=0 explicitly, it is clear
that the condition A(r) is equivalent to the condition that every solution of
the differential equation be bounded near r. Hille ([8], see also [5]) showed
that the condition B(r) is equivalent to the condition that, if X is a positive
constant, all solutions of Df = \f be bounded near r. We have already remarked that, if a solution is bounded near r, the solution has a finite limit at
r. If X <0, it is easy to see that the condition A (r) implies that every solution
of Df = \f is bounded. In fact, if Df=\f, and if \<0, / can have no positive
minimum or negative maximum, and unless the function vanishes identically,
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cannot have a zero derivative when it vanishes. If a solution starts say from
0, with a positive derivative,
the solution must either increase thereafter
throughout the domain of definition or increase to a maximum and then decrease, either decreasing thereafter or decreasing to a negative minimum and
then increasing, and so on. Moreover the equation

/'(£) = *(£)/'« + x*tt)

r * 2/(77)

, „ ., dv,

where <j>is defined above, shows that no increase or decrease from a zero at a
point 5 can exceed the amount

IA*)I/%(«>#.
Hence, if condition A(r) is satisfied,/
must be bounded near r. Finally, the
equation P/=X can be solved explicitly, and the solution exhibits the fact
that, if condition B(r) is satisfied, the solution has a finite limit at r.

Theorem 9.4 (State interval
7: [rx, r2)). If a>0 on I and if pi is defined
by (9.2), £2(£) is positive for some £ in the interior of I if and only if condition
A(r2) is satisfied. In the latter event, if Dg = 0 on I, pi can be evaluated as in

Theorem 9.3.
This theorem implies that p2 is either positive everywhere in the interior
of I or vanishes identically there. Note that />2(£) is not the probability that
a trajectory from £ reaches r2. In fact, as we shall see in Theorem 9.6, unless
condition B(r2) is satisfied, almost no trajectory
reaches r2, whether it approaches that point or not. As usual, we assume that g in the statement of
the theorem

is defined

by continuity

at r2 if condition

A(r2) is satisfied.

Suppose that Pg = 0 on I. Then, as was proved in the course of proving
Theorem 9.2, limi^„ g[xj(<, co)] exists and is finite with probability
1. If
£2(£)>0, this limit must be limr.r, g(r), with probability
£2(£). Thus the
latter limit must exist, and it follows that g is a bounded (monotone) function
in 7, so that condition ^4(r2) is satisfied. Conversely,
if condition ^4(r2) is
satisfied, and if Pg = 0, g is bounded, and therefore the stochastic process
{g[x(/)], 0^t<
00 } is a martingale, by Theorem 8.3. Since g is bounded, it
follows from a standard martingale theorem that the process is even a martingale on the parameter interval [0, 00 ]. This fact was all that was needed in
the evaluation of pi given in Theorem 9.3. In this evaluation, pi is strictly
monotone, and therefore never vanishes in the interior of the state interval.
Note that in this evaluation Df is to vanish only on 7, which does not now include the point r2. The point r2 may be infinite, and, even if r2 is finite, /
may not have two derivatives there.
It is not yet clear how to obtain the distribution of the time needed to
reach the boundary of the state interval, or whether trajectories converging
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to an end point of the state interval not in the interval will necessarily reach
it. The following two theorems answer these questions.

Theorem 9.5 (Compact state interval
7: [rlt r2]). Suppose that <r>0 in
I. Let t[,t] be the time a trajectory first meets the boundary of I [the point r<],
or + oo if there is no such meeting, and let X be any positive constant. Then,

if Dg=\g on I,
(9.3)

E{e-^g[x(cc)}}

= g(rx)E{e-^}

+ g(r2)E{er^}

= E{g[x(0)]}.

If x(0) =£, E{e~*iT} is the unique solution on I of

Df = X/,

f(r,) = 0,

f(n) = 1

(j* i).

According to Theorem 8.2, if Dg=\g,
the stochastic process (8.5b) is a
martingale. In the present case, X>0, so that the random variables of this
martingale are uniformly bounded, and have the probability
1 limit g[x(°°)]
when t—>oo. It follows from a standard martingale theorem that the martingale is even a martingale on the parameter set [0, oo ]. The equation (9.3)
simply expresses the fact that the expectations
of the random variables of
this martingale are equal for the two parameter values 0, oo. A solution of
Df=\f has no positive maximum or negative minimum. It then follows that
there is one and only one solution g with g(r{) =0, g(r3) = 1. If x(0) =£, and if
this solution is used in (9.3), we find that

(9.4)

£{e-V}

=g(£).

The theorem is now completely proved. The characterization
of the solution
of g given in (9.4) could have been used to prove that g was unique. Note

that (9.4) can be put in the form

(9.5)

f e-*'dtP{<r(o>)
St} = X f e-*'P{fr(w) S t} = g(£).

•/ o

J o

Thus the equation provides an explicit expression of the Laplace transform of
the distribution
function of ,t.
The restriction that X be positive in Theorem 9.5 can be weakened. We
first remark that there is a positive solution of Df=\f
in 7, if |X| is sufficiently small, because there is a positive solution of Df= 0. If g is such a solution of the former equation, g(£) =2j{e-XTg{ [x(i)]|, since the process (8.5b)
is a martingale.
When t—+<x>,we find that 2?{e~Xr} is finite. Thus there is an
open interval ( —8, 0), 5>0, of values of X for which this expectation
is
finite. If X is in this interval, the proof of Theorem 9.5, with minor modifications, remains valid.

Theorem

9.6 (State

interval

7: [rlt r2)). Suppose that <r>0 in I. If

condition B(r2) is satisfied, almost every trajectory of the process with x(<», co)
= r2 meets r2, and the evaluations of Theorem 9.5 are valid. Conversely, if, for
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some ££(ri, f2), there is positive probability that a trajectory from £ meets r2,
then condition B(r2) is satisfied.

If Dg =Xg (X>0) in I, and if condition B(r2) is satisfied, then g is bounded,
and the stochastic process {e-Xr'g[x(2)], 0 5^^ » } is a martingale, by exactly the same reasoning as in the preceding theorem's proof. Then the evaluations of the preceding theorem, which are simply translations of the martingale property for this process, are valid. In particular, if g'(ri) >0, g is monotone increasing in I, since g has no positive maximum. But then (9.3) with
this g, and with x(0) =£, implies that it and 2t must be finite with positive
probability.
Since Theorem 9.4 is applicable, £2(£)—>1 when £—>r2.Hence,
when the initial position £ goes to r2, the first term on the left in (9.3) (in the
middle of the three expressions in this continued equality) drops out, and the
probability that 2t is finite must approach 1. If x(0) =£ is fixed, a trajectory
which approaches r2 as a limit when t—»oo must reach every point £i between
£ and r2, and, if £i is near r2, must have probability near 1 of reaching r2 in
finite time once it has reached £i. Thus almost every trajectory from £ which
approaches r2 as a limit must reach it, as was to be proved. Conversely, suppose that there is positive probability of reaching r2 from some £. Then condition A(r2) is satisfied, according to Theorem 9.4. Now suppose that Dg=\g
on 7 for some positive X, and let {xn(t), 0^t<
oo } be the Ito process stopped
at r2n. Here {r2n, «^ 1} is any sequence in (ri, r2) converging monotonely to
r2. The time p becomes ,t„ for the stopped process. Applying Theorem 9.5
to the x„(t) process with x„(0) =£, as is possible if n is sufficiently large, we

find that
g(£) = g(n)E{e-*r»}

+ g(r2n)E{e-*'"}.

When w—>oo, the first term on the right becomes g(ri)E{e-XlTn}. The second
expectation
on the right has the (nonzero) limit E{e~XiTn}. Hence limB_M g(r2n)
exists and is finite, and this implies that g is bounded. Thus every solution of

P/=X/

(X>0) is bounded, that is, condition B(r2) is satisfied.

Even if B(r2) is not satisfied, there is still [5; 8] a bounded non-negative
monotone nonincreasing
solution of Df = \f (X>0). In this case the time r
to the boundary becomes the time (^ oo) to the boundary
point rx. Theorem

9.5 is extended as follows.
Theorem 9.7 (State interval
7: [ri, r2)). Suppose that <r>0 on I and
that condition B(r2) is not satisfied. Then, if x(0)=£, £{e_XlT} (X>0) is the
unique bounded solution on I of

(9.6)

Df=\f,

f(n) = 1.

In fact, if g is bounded on 7, and if Dg=\g,
the process {e~Xr,g[x(/)],
OSt^ °° } is a martingale, just as in the proof of the preceding theorem.
Setting expectations
equal at the parameter values 0, oo we find that
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= g(rx)E{e~^},

and this yields the stated result. The fact that (9.6) together with the condition that / be bounded determines / uniquely follows either from the theory
of the operator D or from the evaluation we have given of the probability
significance of the solution.
Theorem 9.7 enables us to give the following rough description of the increase of Ti as the initial position £ approaches r2, as follows.
Corollary.
7m Theorem 9.7, if condition
tribution function F, such that

C(r2) is satisfied, there is a dis-

lim p{xt(ui) S ct} = F(a)
at all continuity points of F. If condition D(r2) is satisfied,

(9.7)

limP{!T(co) S<*} = 0

for every a.

If condition C(r2) is satisfied, let g be a solution of (9.6). Then it is known
[5 ] that g has a positive limit at r2. In other words

(9.8)

\\mE{e-^}

exists for every X>0, and is a positive number less than 1. To prove the first
statement of the corollary we need only prove that, roughly, as £ varies, the
distribution of \T is uniformly finite, more precisely that

(9.9)

lim lim inf P{ir(co) S a} = 1.

To prove (9.9), choose r[, £, with fi<r{ <£<r2. The time a trajectory takes
from £ to rt is the sum of the time from £ to r{ and the time from r{ to r\.
Since the latter time is finite and independent of the former, the left side of
(9.9) is unchanged if ri is replaced in the whole discussion by r{. But this
change replaces g by g/g(r{). Thus, for fixed X, we can choose r[ so close to
r2 that the limit in (9.8), which is now limr,r2 g(r)/g(r{),
is as close to 1 as
desired. This fact obviously implies (9.9). To prove (9.7) under condition
D(r2), we need only remark that the condition is known to make 0 the limit-

ing value at r2 of a bounded

solution of (9.6) [5]. Hence the limit in (9.8) is

0, and this implies (9.7).
We now apply case (c) of Theorem 8.2. Since 23(X/) =X when 23/= 1, we
can and shall choose X = —1 without loss of generality. We use the notation

of Theorems 9.3 and 9.5.
Theorem

9.8 (Compact

state

interval

7: [ri, r2]). Suppose that a>0
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on I. If Dg= —1 on I,
(9.10)

E{r} = E{g[x(0)}} - E{g[x(«>)]}.

If x(0) =£, E{t}

is the unique solution on I of

(9.11)

Df=-l,

f(n) = f(r2) = 0.

According to Theorem 8.2, if Dg= —1 on I, the stochastic
with X = —1 is a martingale. Hence

E{g[x(t)]}

-E{rt}

process (8.5c)

=E{g[x(0)]}.

Since rt is nondecreasing
when t increases, since lim(_w g[x(2)]=g[x(°°)]
with probability 1, and since g is bounded, it follows that E{t} exists, and
that (9.10) is true. The random variables of the martingale (8.5c) are dominated by an integrable function, the sum of r and a bound of g. Hence the
martingale is even a martingale on the enlarged parameter interval [0, oo].
The equality (9.10) is simply a statement of the equality of expectations in
this martingale for t-0,
co. If x(0) =£, (9.10) becomes

(9.10')

E{t} = g(£) - pmg(n)

- p2(t)g(r2)

and, in view of the characterization
of p, obtained in Theorem 9.3, E{t} is
indeed a solution of the stated differential equation with the specified boundary condition. To prove uniqueness without recourse to differential equation
theory we need only remark that, if g is a solution of (9.11), (9.10') becomes
P{r}=g(£).

Theorem

9.9 (State

interval

I:[ri, r2)). Suppose that <r>0 on I. If con-

dition B(r2) is satisfied, the evaluations of Theorem 9.8 are valid. If condition
B(r2) is not satisfied, suppose that x(0)=£. Then E{t} is finite if and only if
A(r2) is not satisfied and

/,r2
2^77
———= c < oo
r, o-(v)24>(v)
Under these hypotheses, E{t}

(9.13)

Df=-l,

where

*(£) = exp

r
r(m(v)
i
-2 I -— dv \.
L
J r, <r(v)2 J

is the unique solution of

/(ri)=0,

This solution is monotone increasing.
strengthened to

/'(r,)=C.

It is bounded if and only if (9.12) is

/,r22$(v)dv

rl

. ., , , < °° where *tt) = I <Kv)dn

r, <r(v)<l>(v)

J rt

(that is, if and only if C(r2) is satisfied).
If condition B(r2) is satisfied, the equation P/= —1 has only bounded
solutions, as can be seen from the explicit solutions. Then in this case, if
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Dg= —g, the stochastic
process {g[^(i)]+rtl
0 = 2< oo ] is a martingale,
by
Theorem 8.3, where g is defined at r2 by continuity.
Since g is bounded, it
follows that this stochastic process remains a martingale if oo is added to the
parameter set, and this fact yields the evaluations
of Theorem 9.8, just as
in the case of a compact state interval.

If condition B(r2) is not satisfied, t = xt with probability 1. If A(r2) is
not satisfied either, then r = it < °°, with probability 1, and this is the only
case when B(r2) is not satisfied and E{t} can be finite. In the following, we
shall suppose throughout that A(r2) is not satisfied and that x(0)=£. Let
{r2n, M^l} be a monotone sequence of points in the state interval, with
limit r2, let {xn(t), 0=^< oo } be the x(t) process stopped at r2n, and let t(m)
be the corresponding
stopping time. If Dg= —1, and if n is so large that
r2n>£, we have, from the preceding theorem, E{r(n)} =g(£) — £{g[*n(°°)]}.

Since t(m) T t with probability 1 when m—»»,
(9.15)

E{t} = g(£) - lim E{g[xn(<*>)]}.
n—*ao

Now if 73/=-1,

(9.16)

/'(£) = <K£)/'(rx)
- <K£)f ' ,2'

,>

J r, <r(ri)2<j>(ri)

where 0 is defined in (9.12). Hence, since condition ^4(r2) is not satisfied, that
is, since <pis not integrable on [rlt r2), f cannot be bounded unless /'(/i) >0,
(9.12) is satisfied, and/'(ri)=c.
Conversely, if these conditions are satisfied,

(9.16) becomes
/■Ti

2dr>

and / is then bounded if and only if the right side of (9.160 is integrable.
This integrability

condition

is equivalent

to (9.14). There is always an un-

bounded solution of 23/= —/, for example any solution with f'(rx)9£c when
(9.12) is satisfied, any solution whatever when (9.12) is not satisfied. If we
let g in (9.15) be an unbounded solution, we find, using Theorem 9.3 and

(9.16),
E{t}

= g(Q

-

lim[g(r1)P{x„(oo,co)

= n}

n—»«

= «tt) - f (ri) - <*>(£)
lhn -^~
(9.17)

-

*'2"

= ««) - g(r0 ~ *tt) lim ^T^-

«-»» c>(r2„)

+ g(r2n)P{x„(oo,

co) = r2n}]
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Thus E{t} is finite if and only if (9.12) is satisfied, and in that case E{t}
satisfies (9.13). Conversely, if (9.12) is satisfied, and if g satisfies (9.13) and

is unbounded,

(9.17) is applicable, and yields

E{t} = g(£),
whereas, if g is bounded, (9.15) yields this same evaluation immediately. The
first assertion of the theorem has now been proved. We have already seen that

if g satisfies (9.13) it will be bounded if and only if (9.14) is true, and this fact
implies the truth of the last assertion of the theorem.
The preceding theorems make it easy to investigate the character of the
sample functions of Ito processes with open state intervals, and the results
will now be sketched without proofs. Let the state interval be (ri, r2), where
the end points may be finite or infinite, and suppose that <r>0 on the state
interval.
If neither ^4(ri) nor A(r2) are satisfied, almost all trajectories
are oscillatory, as t —>co, with both ri and r2 as limit points. The Brownian motion
process, in which ri = — oo, r2 = oo, is an example of this case.
If -4(ri) is satisfied, but if neither B(ri) nor ^4(r2) is satisfied, almost all
trajectories approach rlt without ever reaching it.
If P(n) is satisfied, but if A(r2) is not, almost all trajectories reach rx.
If A(ri) and -4(r2) are satisfied, but neither P(ri) nor B(r2), almost all
trajectories from any initial point £ approach either ri or r2 asymptotically,
without ever reaching it, and the probabilities of the two cases can be calculated exactly as in Theorem 9.2. If A(r{) is strengthened
to B(r{), almost all
trajectories approaching the point r< reach it.
If P(ri) is satisfied, but if B(r2) is not, then, using the usual notation, if
x(0) =£, E{e~Xr} and E{t}

are characterized

exactly

as in Theorems

9.7 and

9.9. If P(ri) and P(r2) are both satisfied, Theorems 9.5 and 9.8 describe the
appropriate evaluations of these expectations.
We have omitted the usual converses in this outline, but they hold, just
as in earlier work. For example, if, for some £, there is positive probability
that a trajectory from £ meets rx, then P(ri) is satisfied.
We shall now study the character of Ito process sample functions in the
neighborhood of isolated zeros of the diffusion coefficient a. We first make the
following rather trivial remark. If £ is an interior point of the state interval, and
if w(£) =<r(£) =0, then almost no trajectory with initial point £ ever leaves that
point. To prove this we can extend the definition of the diffusion coefficients
from a neighborhood of £ to the whole line and assume that the process is a
standard Ito process. If now the equation (2.1) with x(0) =£ is solved by successive approximation,
with first approximation
£, we find that all approximations are identically £, so that the trajectories
from £ stay at £, as was to be
proved. It follows that a trajectory from one side of £ almost never passes to
the other. Either it does not reach £ or it reaches £ and stays there. The fol-
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that m vanish

Theorem
9.10. Let {x(t), 0 = J<oo } be an Ito process, and let £ be an
interior point of its state interval. Suppose that £ is an isolated zero of a, and that
m(£) <0. Then almost every trajectory with initial point £ leaves £ at once, entering the interval (— =o, £), and neither returns to £ Mt>rapproaches £ asymptotically.
There is no restriction in assuming that the Ito process is a standard one,
that a never vanishes in some interval (£ —5, £+5), and that both diffusion
coefficients vanish identically outside this interval. Since w(£) <0, condition
2J(£) is satisfied on the right, and it is easily verified that condition C(£) is
satisfied on the left, using the fact that, according to our hypotheses on the
diffusion coefficients, cr must vanish to the first order at £. It follows that, if
a trajectory ever reaches a point £i<£, it never returns to £, and does not
even converge asymptotically
to £. Moreover, we now show that no trajectory from £ ever reaches any point £2>£. In fact, for any t0>0, the trajectories from £ are, with high probability, uniformly on [0, t0] close to those
from £i<£ if £i is near £, by Lemma 2.2. Since almost no trajectory from £i
every reaches £, it follows that, if e>0, the probability that a trajectory from £
will ever reach £+€ in time gto is <e. Then almost no trajectory from £ ever
reaches any point to the right of £. There is, however, positive probability of
reaching points to the left of £, since

E{xt(t)-t}
The probability that a trajectory
functional equation

= m(Qt + 0(/"2).
from £ remains at £ for time t satisfies the

f(tx + t2) = /(/i)/(/2)

with 0gf(t)<l.
almost

Hence f(t)=e~at

no trajectory

tary calculation

for some a, 0<ag

from £ ever leaves

the interval

(tx, t2^0),

°°. Using the fact that
[£ — 5, £+5],

an elemen-

yields the inequality

- m($)t - at + 0(t"2)

< 8P{xi(t, u) - £ ^ - at} g, 8(1 - e~<").

It follows that, if a is finite,
— w(£) — a < 8a,

where this inequality
must hold for all positive a, 8. Since this domain of
validity is impossible, a = oo, and we have proved that a trajectory
with
initial points £ leaves that point at once. The proof of the theorem is now
complete. An application of Theorem 9.9 shows that a trajectory from £
meets a point £i to the left of £ in a time r with finite expectation if a does not
vanish in the interval [£i, £).
We conclude this paper with a few remarks on the use of complex func-
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tions in the theorems of this and the preceding section. Since semimartingales
are necessarily real stochastic processes, we need only consider martingale
sections of the theorems, and it is to be understood that the semimartingale
sections are ignored in the following remarks. The possibilities are illustrated
by an examination of Theorem 8.1, on which the later theorems are based.
There is no advantage in allowing g to be complex in case (a), because the real
and imaginary parts of g would then be subsumed under case (a) for real functions. There is no advantage in allowing X to be complex in case (c), since
P(f/X) = 1 if Pg=X. Furthermore
there is no. advantage in allowing g to be
complex in solving Dg=\ with X real, because the real part of g then satisfies
this same equation,
and the imaginary
part provides a process already
defined in the (real) case (a). Thus, although Theorem 8.1 is applicable to the
complex field, with no change in proof, there is nothing new to be obtained
except in case (b), and we shall only look for further applications of this case
in studying later theorems. For example, in case (b) of Theorem 8.1, if the x(t)
process is a Brownian motion process, we find that the stochastic process
JgaxCO-a2^

0g/<

OO}

is a martingale, for every complex number a. The complex number X of case (b)
is identified with a2/2 here. This fact is easily deduced directly.
Theorem 8.2 case (b) goes through with no change in the complex case.
Theorem 8.3 case (b) also goes through with no change, since the proof given
for the case X < 0 is applicable to the complex case.
Theorems 9.5, 9.6, 9.7 are valid for X complex and properly restricted.
For example (9.3) in Theorem 9.5 is valid (with no change in the proof) for
any X with a non-negative real part. (We make the convention that, for such
a value of X, e~XM= 0.) This equation will be used in proving the following
theorem on the solutions of Df = \f for X complex.
those of Hille and Feller in the real case.

This theorem

generalizes

Theorem 9.11. Let X have a non-negative real part, and let m, a2 be diffusion
coefficients satisfying conditions IPs on the state interval \rx, r2), with <r>0 there.
(i) If Dg=\g, then g vanishes identically if it has more than one zero.
(ii) There is a nontrivial bounded solution of Df=\f.
(iii) If condition B(r2) or C(r2) is satisfied, there is a nontrivial solution of

Df = \f with a finite limit at r2.
(iv) If X has a positive real part, there is a nontrivial

solution of Df=\f

with the limit 0 at r2.
(v) If condition B(r2) is satisfied, every solution of Df = \f has a finite limit
at r%.
Let {x(t), Q^t< oo } be an Ito process with the given state interval and
diffusion coefficients. Let gi, g2 be nontrivial solutions of P/=X/, with gi(ri)

=o, #1/0=1.
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Proof of (i). It is sufficient to prove that, if 23g = Xg, g vanishes identically
between any two zeros, say r{, r{. Apply (9.3), which we have already remarked is applicable, to the x(t) process stopped at these points, assuming
that x(0)=£G(ri,
r{). Then (9.3) becomes 0 = g(£), as was to be proved.

Note that, if 23/=X/, and if rE(rx, r2),

.

f(r) ~ M)gs(r)

/ =-77-gi

, ,, .

+ f(ri)gt

gi(r)

because the difference between the two sides is a solution of the differential
equation and vanishes at the two points rx, r. Thus gx and g2 determine the

manifold of all solutions.
Proof of (ii). Let r(r) be the time a trajectory from £G(/i, r) first meets
an end point of that interval, and let r=r(r2). Then, if x(0) =£, if g is defined

by
1 ~ gt(r)

,

g = -77-gi

+ g*>

gi(r)

and if (9.3) is then applied to the x(t) process stopped at r,
i

i

1 ~ g2(r)

£{e-Xr(r)} ,-f^-gx(0
gi(r)

When r-+r2, the left side of this equation
(1 ~gi)/ii na-s a limit c at r2, and
(9.18)

E{er^}

The right side of this equation
modulus £1.

+ g2(£).
converges

to E{e~Xr}. Hence

= Cgl(£) + g2(£).

defines a nontrivial

solution of 23/=X/, of

Proof of (iii). If condition B(r2) is satisfied, the left side of (9.18) has the
limit 1 when £—>r2.If condition C(r2) is satisfied, r has a limiting distribution
when £—*r2,according to the corollary to Theorem 9.7. Thus in both cases

the solution we have obtained has a limit at r2.
Proof of (iv). According to the corollary to Theorem 9.7, t—>oo in measure
(£-*fs) when condition 23(r2) is satisfied. Hence the solution in (9.18) has the
limit 0 in this case, if X has a positive real part.
Proof of (v). Let 2t be the time a trajectory from £ meets r2, or + oo if
there is no such meeting, and let 2r(r) be defined in the same way for the x(t)
process stopped at r. Then, applying (9.3),

1

S

gi(r)

When r—*r2,2r(r) J, 2r with probability 1, if condition B(r2) is satisfied. Hence
gi must have a finite limit at r2 (which we denote by gi(r2)) and
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E[e-Ur]=I^L.
gi(r2)

We have already seen that there is a limit in (9.18) at r2 if condition B(r2)
is satisfied. Hence, under this condition, gi and g2, and therefore every solution of the differential equation, has a limit at r2.
We now proceed to the proofs of Theorems 9.5, 9.6, 9.7 for complex X.
We have already remarked that (9.3) of Theorem 9.5 is valid if X has a nonnegative real part. To prove the last assertion of Theorem 9.5 for such a
value of X, we need only remark that this assertion (say in the case j = 0,
i—1) is an application of (9.3) with g(ri)=0, g(r2) = l. There is such a solution of the differential equation because, in view of Theorem 9.11 (i) as
adapted to compact state intervals, if P/ = X/, and iff(r{) = 0 but if/ does not
vanish identically, we can set g=///(r2).
Theorem 9.6 remains true for X
with a non-negative real part, that is, the evaluations of Theorem 9.5 remain true for the state interval [rit r2) if condition B(r2) is satisfied. In fact
(9.18) and (9.19) represent such evaluations. In view of the results of Theorem9.11 ,the derivation of these evaluations in the real case is applicable to the
complex case. Theorem 9.7 remains true for X with positive real part, and no
change in the proof is required,. The theorem is also true, with essentially no
change in proof, if X is pure imaginary,
under the additional
hypothesis
that A(r2) is not satisfied.
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